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Samples 

Collate/Anastasia, P. Robinson, De Montfort University e University of 
Saskatchewan;

TUSTEP-TUebingen System of Text Processing Programs, W. Ott, 
Tuebingen University;

CTE (Classical Text Editor), S. Hagel, Salzburg University;

EDMAC, John Lavagnino, King’s College (back-end di CET);

CET (Critical Edition Typesetter);

MauroTex, P.D.Napolitani/P. Mascellani, Pisa University;

EDITE MEDITE, Fenoglio, Lebrave, Ganascia, ITEM.

….. others
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Digital Philology: main elements

- digitisation of primary sources;

- use of metadata and standard text encoding 
tools also for informations added by automatic, 
semiautomatic or manual processes;

- production of the scholarly edition;

- dissemination of the edited documents on 
paper and on the net, with special navigation 
tools.
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Contents of my speech

- Relationship between primary sources and secondary 
sources (= sources annotaded by different kind of 
information) . This aspect is closely linked to metadata and 
standards

- Translation of primary sources, which in our model can be 
considered as a particular form of secondary information

- Digital scholarly editing, that is to say the production of critical 
editions of digital documents, from ancient to modern ones, 
especially those transmitted on manuscripts
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Not in this speech

- digital scholarly editing of musical sources with a possible 
correlation between the text (sheet music) and the 
corresponding audio files;

- publishing and/or annotation of video files. I will only mention 
briefly these two questions because our flexible model does 
not exclude to handle this type of file, after the positive 
experimental test performed few years ago in the field of 
Clinical Physiology (body images and medical report).
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Contents of my speech

- Relationship between primary sources and secondary 
sources (= sources annotaded by different kind of 
information). This aspect is closely linked to metadata and 
standards

- Translation of primary sources, which in our model can be 
considered as a particular form of secondary information

- Digital scholarly editing with COPhi: production of critical 
editions of digital documents, from ancient to modern ones, 
especially those transmitted on manuscripts
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1. Primary sources, metadata, standard ….
Almost two kind of metadata:

- management of the digital document (technical information 
used for digitisation; eventual enhancement, restauration 
activity, …);

- description of the document content(s).

But which kind of information can be extracted from a digital 
object of type “text”?

Textual metadata strictly depends from:
a) the context in which each textual object is placed
b) the aims of the activities to be carried out with them
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1. Primary sources, metadata, standard ….

Subdivision of the object "text" for the metadata attribution in the 
philological research:

- extra-textual elements;

- para-textual elements;

- textual properly elements.
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1. Primary sources, metadata, standard ….

1.1 Extra-textual elements:

- page number or manuscript-folia number; 
- chapter or paragraph number;
- number of columns, lines, sections, etc.);
- verse number in poetic works;
- other similar notations due to editorial
    activities;
- current titles in encyclop. or lexicons;
- all elements of the writing surface;
- ………
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1. Primary sources, metadata, standard ….

1.2 Para-textual elements:

Elements that increase and specify
the information content of the text as:

- commentaries, annotations;
- interventions in the margin (like glossae);
- illuminated capital letters;
- miniatures/illustr., drawings, captions, etc.;
- critical apparatuses of variants;
- parallel passages (loci paralleli);
- ………..
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1. Primary sources, metadata, standard ….

1.3 Properly-textual elements:

- the “linguistic” text to be understood as a succession of 
tokens (signifiers);

- the text intended as “metalinguistic contents”, often based on 
graphical elements, with which it is shown on the page (size 
and style as italics, underlined, bold, etc.);

- and, finally, the text as semantic content expressed:
    - by linguistic units linked in sentences (meaning);
    - by translation (discussed in section n. 2: Translation as
      semantic attribution). 
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1. Primary sources, metadata, standard ….

1.3.1 Text as a succession of tokens (signifiers)

For philological aims, it is not easy to design and develop an 
automatic tokenizer (parser) able to:

- recognize multi-word as a single word, when necessary;
- separate different words in a scriptio continua text;
- disambiguation of the value of punctuation: an uncorrected 

attribution can change the meaning of a sentence

Boccaccio: cheglisidonasse =  che gli si donasse
          «qu’elle se donnât à lui»

ch’egli si donasse
«qu’il se donnât»
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1. Primary sources, metadata, standard ….
1.3.2 Text as “metalinguistic contents”, often based on graphical 
elements, with which it is shown on a printed or ms. page (size 
and style as italics, underlined, bold, etc.).
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1. Primary sources, metadata, standard ….

1.3.3 Text as semantic content expressed by linguistic units 
linked in sentences (meaning).

Lemmatization as first step for the analysis of meaning, but with 
some limitations as far as ancient and no more spoken 
languages:

- ABSOLUTUM as wordform of ABSOLVO or
      as wordform of ABSOLUTUM

- Hierba de San Juan as wordform of  Hierba-de-San-Juan
(well known case of the so-called: multiword )
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Discussion about the theory 
of Indo-European sonants

Quotation of a specific
opinion of Schmidt
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Conclusions of this section 1/2

• There is no single criterion by which a digital object can be 
defined with unique and always valid descriptive metadata, 
since the description depends on the subject that "interprets" 
and ontologically "classifies“ it.

• The classification of a digital object is, accordingly, an iterative 
process that accumulates metadata of different types 
depending: - on the point of observation; - the context in which 
the object is inserted; - and the competence or of the purposes 
of the observing subject.

1. Primary sources, metadata, standard ….
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Conclusions of this section 2/2

• The collaborative aspect of the Web makes it possible (but not 
mandatory) this collection of metadata and it represents a 
powerful tool for enrichment of digital objects and their use by 
various types of users

• In a new way of teaching and training, students must be an 
integral part of this process of classification and assignment of 
descriptive metadata: “learning by doing”

1. Primary sources, metadata, standard ….
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Incremental nature of the descriptive metadata



- The upper edge of the sections is undefined: it is highly unlikely 
that a digital object is described in “all” its components.
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1. Primary sources, metadata, standard …

- The portions (= different types of metadata) can be selectively 
chosen so that the application that browses the data could be 
able to satisfy the queries by different types of users (eg, users, 
experts, learners, general users).

- Metadata are divided into sections: extra-textual, para-
textual and textual metadata.

- Each section contains as many sub-sections as those found 
and murked-up by each single scholar in the analyzed text

Metadata attribution to a digital object: it becomes a source 
enriched by information increasing its value
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Ferdinand de Saussure, Théorie des sonantes, 
Ms. BPU Ms. fr. 3955/1 [40r]

quote Schmidt p. 50,
Kritik der 
Sonantentheorie, 
1895

sign to mark 
the “sonantes”

change language

erasures

transverse 
writing

transverse 
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Tehran, Madrasa-i 
Sipāhsālār, 1296

Page number: 33

Marginal note
Colour: Red

Rotation degree: ~180°

Marginal note
Colour: Red

Rotation degree: ~315°

Text
Colour: Red 

Title of the Chapter

Variant reading
Colour: Black 

Symbol 1

Marginal note
Colour: Black 

Variant reading
Colour: Black 

Symbol 2

Variant reading
Colour: Black 

Symbol 2

Text
Colour: Red

Indirect speech

Text
Colour: Red

Basmala: beginning of 
the chapter

réclame

Text
Colour: Red

Indirect speech
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How G&A WebApp  manages the two texts in form 
of parallel pericopes 
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formform

Part of speech automatic attribution

form Lemma POS

εἰ Conjuction

δέ Particle

εἰμί Verb

ἀθάνατος Adjective

ἕκαστος Pronoun

ἡμεῖς Pronoun

ἤ Conjunction

φθείρω Verb

πᾶς Pronoun

voc POS Root Lemma form

إِنَّا Particle + Pronoun إِنَّ نّا أنن

نُرِيدُ Verb ريد أّرّادّ

أّنْ Particle أنن أن

نّعْلّمّ Verb علم عّلِمّ

هّلْ Particle هل هّلْ

الْإِنْ
سّانُ

Particle + Noun أنس اّلْ 
إِنْسّان

بِأّسْرِ
هِ

Prep. + Noun + 
Pronoun أسر بِ أّسْر هُ

كُلَِهِ Noun + Pronoun كلل كُلَ

وّاقِعٌ Active Participle وقع وّقّعّ

تّحْتّ Adverb تحت تّحْتّ

الْفّ
سّادِ

Particle + Noun فسد اّلْ فّسّاد

وّالْفّ
نّاءِ

Conj. + Part. + Noun فني وّ اّلْ 
فّنّاء

Εἰδέἐστινἀθάνατοςἕκαστοςἡμῶνἢφθείρεταιπᾶς والفناءالفسادتحتواقعٌكلَهبأسرهالإنسانهلنعلمأننريدإنا
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Full-text search
• Base and advanced search functions:

where to search form
lemma
root (arabic only)

part-of-speech 
filters

what to search
send parameters to 
composite search

some or all terms 
search 
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Contents of my speech

- Relationship between primary sources and secondary 
sources (= sources annotaded by different kind of 
information)

- Translation of primary sources, which in our model can be 
considered as a particular form of secondary information

- Digital scholarly editing with COPhi: production of critical 
editions of digital documents, from ancient to modern ones, 
especially those transmitted on manuscripts
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2. Translation as semantic attribution
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2. Translation as semantic attribution

• The system allow to add notes (free or classified) to the whole pericope 
or to a part of it:

selected greek pericope selected arabic pericope

comment’s 
text

comment’s 
type

selected fragments of text

gism translates soma as meaning "the body of rational beings", i.e. of human beings, 
versus jasad, "the body of irrational beings", i.e. of animals, and badan, "corpse", or 
even girm, "physical body" in general.
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Slide da fare con Emiliano

2. Translation as semantic attribution
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